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For courses in Introductory Sociology Change the way your students see the
world In Revel(TM) Society: The Basics , author John Macionis empowers your
students to change the way they view the world by showing them how to see
sociology in everyday life. Throughout this brief text, Macionis takes an
enlightening and practical approach to the traditional three-perspectives
approach, guiding students step by step through the theories and research that
make up the discipline. By challenging the way they think about both their own
lives and society as a whole, Macionis helps students achieve a better
understanding of the world we all share. Available for Fall 2020 classes, the
Digital Update offers fresh interactives and Current Event Bulletins and updated
data throughout. Revel is Pearson's newest way of delivering our respected
content. Fully digital and highly engaging, Revel replaces the textbook and gives
students everything they need for the course. Informed by extensive research on
how people read, think, and learn, Revel is an interactive learning environment
that enables students to read, practice, and study in one continuous experience
-- for less than the cost of a traditional textbook. NOTE: Revel is a fully digital
delivery of Pearson content. This ISBN is for the standalone Revel access card.
In addition to this access card, you will need a course invite link, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Revel.
All chapters in this Second Edition of Increasing Multicultural Understanding have
been revised and updated, and there are two new chapters on Muslims and Jews
in the United States. The author presents a model which helps counsellors
understand culturally different groups and the role culture plays in shaping the
way people think, feel and act, and which provides the tools necessary for
fostering positive and productive relationships among culturally diverse
populations.
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For courses in Social Problems Frame social problems, and identify solutions,
through the lens of politics. Always controversial, and ever more polarizing in
today’s political climate, social problems take up a huge chunk of our cultural
bandwidth. Rather than simply presenting social problems as a series of facts,
the sixth edition of Social Problems focuses on how people construct problems,
and how they develop potential solutions, based on their political attitudes.
Analyzing issues from liberal, radical-left, conservative, and libertarian points of
view, author John Macionis explains why people disagree about what the
problems are, and how one person’s “problem” may well be another’s
“solution.” Once you understand how social problems are defined politically,
you'll be able to develop your own positions, and you'll have the knowledge you
need to engage in solving social problems through activism and political
discussion. Social Problems, Sixth Edition is also available via REVEL™, an
immersive learning experience designed for the way today's students read, think,
and learn. Learn more.
American Indian Higher Educational Experiences examines the multiple ways
sixty-nine American Indian college students construct and use their ethnic identity
while enrolled in a predominantly non-Indian university. Although their cultural
backgrounds and orientations differ widely, for all of these sixty-nine students,
there exists a profound connection between how they view their personal
ethnicity and how they interpret their experiences in academia.
The Handbook of Deviance is a definitive reference for professionals,
researchers, and students that provides a comprehensive and engaging
introduction to the sociology of deviance. Composed of over 30 essays written by
an international array of scholars and meticulously edited by one of the best
known authorities on the study of deviance Features chapters on cutting-edge
topics, such as terrorism and environmental degradation as forms of deviance
Each chapter includes a critical review of what is known about the topic, the
current status of the topic, and insights about the future of the topic Covers
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recent theoretical innovations in the field, including the distinction between
positivist and constructionist perspectives on deviance, and the incorporation of
physical appearance as a form of deviance
Cross-Cultural Analysis is the sequel to Culture's Consequences, the classic
work published by Geert Hofstede, one of the most influential management
thinkers in today's times. Hofstede's original work introduced a new research
paradigm in cross-cultural analysis: studying cultural differences through nationlevel dimensions (complex variables defined by intercorrelated items). This
paradigm has been subsequently used by hundreds of prominent scholars all
over the world and has produced solid results. This new text takes the next step:
It critically examines in one comprehensive volume the current, prevalent
approaches to cross-cultural analysis at the level of nations that have been
developed since Hofstede's work, offering students and researchers the
theoretical and practical advantages and potential pitfalls of each method. The
book is structured into four distinct parts. Parts I and II focus on the main
theoretical and statistical issues in cross-cultural analysis using Hofstede's
approach and the different research methods now associated with it. Part II
consists of presentations of all well-known (and some lesser known) large-scale
cross-cultural studies since Hofstede's work that have explained cross-cultural
variation in terms of dimensional models. Part III summarizes the main
conclusions to be drawn from the presentations in Part II and l explains how the
proposed models have contributed to our practical understanding of crosscultural diversity.
Seeing Sociology in your Everyday Life With a complete theoretical framework
and a global perspective, Society: The Basics, 13/e offers students an accessible
and relevant introduction to sociology. John Macionis, author of the best-selling
Introductory Sociology franchise over the last three decades, empowers students
to see the world around them through a sociological lens, helping them to better
understand their own lives. This informative, engaging, and entertaining title will
change the way readers see the world and open the door to many new
opportunities. MySocLab is an integral part of the Macionis learning program.
Engaging activities and assessments provide a teaching a learning system that
helps students see the world through a sociological lens. With MySocLab,
students can develop critical thinking skills through writing, explore real-world
data through the new Social Explorer, and watch the latest entries in the Core
Concept Video Series. Society: The Basics, Thirteenth Edition is also available
via REVEL™, an immersive learning experience designed for the way today's
students read, think, and learn. Learn more.
Introductory sociology reader containing articles that are evenly balanced
between classic, contemporary, and cross-cultural topics.
This package contains the following components: -0205733166: Seeing
Ourselves: Classic, Contemporary, and Cross-Cultural Readings in Sociology
-0205735746: Sociology -0205669174: MySocLab with Pearson eText
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Using current socio-political thought and research, this book examines topics
such as violence, social and political transition, race and racism, and sexualities.
Theoretical and empirical research are related to topical problems, highlighting
the complex relations of individuals to their societies and to one another. The
histories and complexities of problems and their interconnectedness are
examined, and possible solutions are suggested. Special attention is paid to
class, sexuality, gender, and race, making psychology in general, and social
psychology in particular, relevant and exciting.
Every culture has a way of perceiving and practicing marriage. Many
contemporary Western Christians mistake what their culture prescribes regarding
marriage with what the Bible portrays, and thereby take as biblical what is merely
cultural. Uncritical conformity to cultural imperatives of marriage then becomes a
Christian virtue, and a sweet surrender. Few recognize, much less question this
confusion, even when its consequences are unhealthy. In Sweet Surrender
Dennis Hiebert challenges Christians to comprehend what is cultural in their view
of marriage, hold as optional what is not explicitly required by the Bible, and live
out their marriages within the transcendent grace of God. Gaining greater
awareness can free marriages from the control of culture for something more
simply but deeply Christian. Marriages benefit when they are released from
cultural directives that are not biblical callings, even if they choose to retain them
as cultural practices. This book is for Christians who are ready to rethink their
assumptions about marriage.
The evil eye has received considerable attention in the literature of disciplines as
diverse as anthropology and medicine. Researchers have attempted to identify
and explain this essentially ambiguous and variable phenomenon from a number
of perspectives - as a culture-bound syndrome, an idiom of distress, a
mechanism of social control, and a representation of psychobiological fear. In
Mal'uocchiu: Ambiguity, Evil Eye, and the Language of Distress, Sam Migliore
shifts the focus of discussion from paradigms to a practical examination of how
people use the notion of the evil eye in a variety of sociocultural contexts,
particularly in various aspects of Sicilian-Canadian culture and experience.
Drawing on the theories of Luigi Pirandello and Ludwig Wittgenstein, Migliore
argues that mal'uocchiu, and by implication other folk constructs, is like a
character in search of an author to give it 'form' or 'meaning.' The book begins by
considering the indeterminate nature of the evil-eye complex. Migliore proposes
that this indeterminacy allows people to create myriad alternative meanings and
messages to define and make sense of their personal experiences. He then
examines how the evil eye relates to Sicilian-Canadian conceptions of health and
illness, and discusses treatment and prevention strategies. Throughout the study,
the author blends context-setting, case studies, personal recollection, and
interpretation to provide readers with an accessible, alternative look at the
multifaceted nature of this folk tradition. His position as both an anthropologist
and a community 'insider' affords him a unique perspective on the subject. This
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study will be essential reading for students of medical anthropology, religion, and
ethnic studies.
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This is a classic work in the fields of Women's Studies and Sociology. On its 10th Anniversary,
it is still a vital and moving study of the lives of immigrant domestic workers, and is constantly
cited in the research. Romero's new introduction will offer a fresh look at the material, including
more recent events, proving that the issues discussed in the book are still very relevant to
today's world.
In Wo/men, Scripture, and Politics, Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza, brings to bear years of
trailblazing scholarship of feminist thought and hermeneutics onto the current political and
cultural landscape. In this book, she seeks to articulate and use biblical interpretation as
intervention into the failure of the democratic cultural-political imagination. Although such an
intervention is often taboo for supposedly neutral academic scholarship, Schüssler Fiorenza
argues that it is politically necessary because political argument today so often utilizes biblical
rhetoric in the public square. e biblical-political analysis and suggestions of this book are
developed in four chapters, each focusing on the role of the Bible in struggles over women's
leadership in the present, touching on the cultural "double bind" of women in politics, sexual
abuse, power, and the #MeToo movement. Schüssler Fiorenza's insights and arguments not
only lead to the development of reimagined cultural biblical imprints of women in the political
arena, but they also encourage her readers to add their own biblical examples to inspire them
in their struggle for a biblical vision of "women in the public square." is is an insightful,
challenging book written for our time by someone who has always seemed to be ahead of
hers.
Shows how hate speech in all its forms, whether on the street or in the media, can lead to hate
crimes, and argues that the harm it can cause needs to be weighed against the competing
value of freedom of expression.
This collection of essays and reviews represents the most significant and comprehensive
writing on Shakespeare's A Comedy of Errors. Miola's edited work also features a
comprehensive critical history, coupled with a full bibliography and photographs of major
productions of the play from around the world. In the collection, there are five previously
unpublished essays. The topics covered in these new essays are women in the play, the play's
debt to contemporary theater, its critical and performance histories in Germany and Japan, the
metrical variety of the play, and the distinctly modern perspective on the play as containing
dark and disturbing elements. To compliment these new essays, the collection features
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significant scholarship and commentary on The Comedy of Errors that is published in obscure
and difficulty accessible journals, newspapers, and other sources. This collection brings
together these essays for the first time.
This book tackles the central question of the political and structural changes and
characteristics that govern agriculture and food. Original contributions explore this highly
globalized economic sector by analyzing salient geographical regions and sub
This book undertakes a detailed reading of Robert Kroetsch's The Studhorse Man, examining
this Canadian novel in its transnational historical and socio-cultural context. Key subject
headings are biology and culture, sex and gender, eugenics and contraception, writing and
reading. The overarching theme is «disenchanted modernity» in the twentieth-century, the
systematic displacement of the divine and natural order by a humanly ordained social regime,
and by forms of social engineering that brought to bear the full force of modern science,
invasively to alter the most fundamental conditions of human life. The more immediate literary
frames of reference are Greek mythology, early Christian debates on the body and marriage,
and the lore of the North American Aboriginal trickster, as these are deployed and alluded to in
Kroetsch's novel. In establishing the sources and contexts of The Studhorse Man, this study
examines Robert Kroetsch's early drafts of the novel, and his many notes taken and clippings
assembled during its composition. An effort has been made to appeal to a wide range of
general and academic readers alike by avoiding specialized jargon and adopting a crossdisciplinary approach. This book will be of interest to scholars of literature and literary theory,
and of use in courses on literature and the novel, on masculinity and gender studies, and on
cultural history in the twentieth century.
As many observers have noted, the world is becoming increasingly visually mediated, with the
rise of computers and the internet being central factors in the emergence of new tools and
conventions. Exploring the social structure of visuality, this volume contains a collection of
essays by internationally renowned artists and scholars from a variety of fields (including art
history, literary theory and criticism, cultural studies, film and television studies, intellectual
history and sociology). It was conceived to address a bold query: how is our experience and
understanding of vision and visual form changing under pressure from the various social,
economic and cultural factors that are linked under the term 'globalization'. The essays overlap
in their considerations of the tensions between cultures and worlds, political life, everyday
social experience, and war. The resulting conversation that develops between the chapters
touches on points from many visual worlds, and provides a unique opportunity for considering
the changing character of visual experience today. This book will attract readers from a wide
range of academic disciplines and will especially be valuable as a textbook for graduate and
undergraduate courses in visual culture and cultural studies.
In this Second Edition of his investigation into the relative nature of social deviance and how
the public perceives it, author John Curra demonstrates that what qualifies as deviance varies
from place to place, time to time, and situation to situation. Through thought-provoking
examples that include the blue people of Kentucky, a woman who believes she is a vampire,
autoerotic asphyxiators, and others, Curra illustrates that deviance cannot be explained in
terms of absolutes, nor can it be understood apart from its social setting. This insightful book
approaches sex, violence, theft, suicide, drugs, and mental disorders in such a way that
definitive or objective judgments become impossible.

Seeing OurselvesClassic, Contemporary, and Cross-cultural Readings in
SociologySeeing Ourselves with Sociology and Mysoclab and Pearson
EtextPrentice Hall
This study was designed to provide expert, objective, independent advice to 11
tribal colleges that are working together to offer engineering programs. The chief
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data-gathering activity was a one and one-half day workshop. Reasons for
establishing a four-year engineering program at a TCU were outlined in the
workshopâ€"making it possible for American Indian students to complete a fouryear engineering degree entirely within the tribal college system; reducing the
high attrition rate of American Indian students who attend mainstream
educational institutions; and providing an engineering program that is culturally
relevant to tribal students.
Japanese Diasporas examines the relationship of overseas Japanese and their
descendents (Nikkei) with their home and host nations, focusing on the political,
social and economic struggles of Nikkei. Frequently abandoned by their
homeland, and experiencing alienation in their host nations, the diaspora have
attempted to carve out lives between two worlds. Examining Nikkei communities
and Japanese migration to Manchuria, China, Canada, the Philippines,
Singapore and Latin America, the book compares Nikkei experiences with those
of Japanese transnational migrants living abroad. The authors connect
theoretical issues of ethnic identity with the Japanese and Nikkei cases,
analyzing the hidden dynamics of the social construction of race, ethnicity and
homeland, and suggesting some of the ways in which diasporas are transforming
global society today. Presenting new perspectives on socio-political and cultural
issues of transnational migrants and diaspora communities in an economically
intertwined world, this book will be of great interest to scholars of diaspora
studies and Japanese studies.
This textbook provides a survey of sociology. As the scientific study of society,
sociology is a social science which uses various methods of empirical
investigation and critical analysis to develop a body of knowledge about human
social activity. It focuses on the influence of our relationships around us and how
they affect our behaviors and attitudes. The author approaches this subject with a
desire to help students find and use sociology in everyday life.
The product of 13 curriculum projects that involved several hundred educators
nationwide, this volume provides faculty and administrators with a guide to
multicultural curricular change-especially with respect to women. While women
represent over half of the college students on campus, they are still represented
only minimally in the allegedly "mainstream" curriculum. Women of color are far
less visible in the curriculum than white women. Both the process and the results
of a Ford Foundation funded project are presented here in a format that allows
browsing and promotes reading straight through. The volume is divided into three
major sections, the first of which highlights the actual process of faculty
transformation and administrative support essential to curricular changes as it
occurred on two of the participating campuses, U.C.L.A. and George Washington
University. Extensive multidisciplinary faculty development syllabi are provided.
Section Two conatins 37 transformed undergraduate course syllabi for courses in
sociology, American history and literature, and more, with brief essays describing
professors' encounters with teaching the new texts. Section Three is an
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invaluable interdisciplinary guide to teaching about Puerto Rican women,
prepared by a team of scholars at SUNY, Albany. It provided information about
Puerto Rican women inside and outside Puerto Rico, as well as teaching
strategies for integrating such information into the traditional curriculum. This
volume shows that essential educational change-to meet the diversity of U.S.
students-may be somewhat slower than one would wish, and more difficult, but it
is complex, challenging, and intellectually exciting.
Challenging the myth of African Canadian leadership "in crisis," this book opens
a broad vista of inquiry into the many and dynamic ways leadership practices
occur in Black Canadian communities. Exploring topics including Black women’s
contributions to African Canadian communities, the Black Lives Matter
movement, Black LGBTQ, HIV/AIDS advocacy, motherhood and grieving,
mentoring, and anti-racism, contributors appraise the complex history and
contemporary reality of blackness and leadership in Canada. With Canada as a
complex site of Black diasporas, contributors offer an account of multiple forms of
leadership and suggest that through surveillance and disruption, practices of selfdetermined Black leadership are incompatible with, and threatening to, White
"structures" of power in Canada. As a whole, African Canadian Leadership offers
perspectives that are complex, non-aligned, and in critical conversation about
class, gender, sexuality, and the politics of African Canadian communities.
Endorsed by Geert Hofstede, this is the only book that explains the relationship
between national culture and national differences in crucially important
phenomena, such as speed of economic growth, murder rates, and educational
achievement in a scientifically rigorous way.
This book provides a sociological account of the events in Bosnia in the 1990s,
including ethnic cleansing, mass rape, and the role of political journalists.
Drawing upon a diverse group of social theorists, including Merton, Weber, and
Baudrillard, Sociology After Bosnia constructs a social understanding of the
experiences of people in Bosnia and the response of Western leaders to these
experiences. Beyond looking at the social causes of these events, Doubt sheds
light on why Bosnia and Kosovo have largely been ignored by sociologists. He
shows why the personal and social tragedies of people in Bosnia and Kosovo
and the world's tolerance of these tragedies challenge contemporary sociological
knowledge. Doubt argues that sociologists must be willing not only to recognize
this challenge, but also to respond to it in order to construct meaningfully
adequate accounts of war and genocide in a postmodern era. Doing so, he
contends, may yield an important and needed reconsideration of the existing
body of sociologicial knowledge and a revision of how this knowledge is applied.
General Education Essentials "Full-time and part-time faculty in any discipline and at
any size campus with any type of mission can pick up this volume and learn something
that will help her or him improve teaching and learning.???"—From the Foreword by
Terrel L. Rhodes, vice president for Curriculum, Quality, and Assessment, Association
of American Colleges and Universities Every year, hundreds of small colleges, state
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schools, and large, research-oriented universities across the United States (and,
increasingly, Europe and Asia) revisit their core and general education curricula, often
moving toward more integrative models. And every year, faculty members who are
highly skilled in narrowly defined fields ask two simple questions: "Why?" and "How is
this going to affect me?" General Education Essentials seeks to answer these and
other questions by providing a much-needed overview of and a rationale for the recent
shift in general education curricular design, a sense of how this shift can affect a faculty
member's teaching, and an understanding of how all of this might impact course and
student assessment. Filled with examples from a variety of disciplines that will spark
insights, General Education Essentials explores the techniques that can be used to
ensure that students are gaining the skills they need to be perceptive scholars and
productive citizens. "This is THE ONE BOOK for academics to get up to speed about
reforming general education." —Jerry Gaff, senior scholar, Association of American
Colleges and Universities
This volume presents the proceedings of the First Euro-China Conference on Intelligent
Data Analysis and Applications (ECC 2014), which was hosted by Shenzhen Graduate
School of Harbin Institute of Technology and was held in Shenzhen City on June 13-15,
2014. ECC 2014 was technically co-sponsored by Shenzhen Municipal People’s
Government, IEEE Signal Processing Society, Machine Intelligence Research Labs,
VSB-Technical University of Ostrava (Czech Republic), National Kaohsiung University
of Applied Sciences (Taiwan), and Secure E-commerce Transactions (Shenzhen)
Engineering Laboratory of Shenzhen Institute of Standards and Technology.
Systematically examining and documenting the range of discriminatory behaviour that
many women experience on a daily basis, the editor of this volume demonstrates how
subtle sexism devalues women and limits their work. Nijole V Benokraitis also explains
how these practices can be challenged and changed. The four parts cover: the
continuing significance of sexism; subtle sexism in organizational settings; subtle
sexism as social control; and how to change subtle sexism practices.
The concept of emotional labour has largely emerged from the analysis of organizations
in the West. However, little has been written about the issue of what defines emotional
labour and how it is configured in different cultural contexts. This book addresses this
gap in the literature and considers how, and in what ways, emotional labour
characterises formal and informal work environments in Southeast Asia.
"Large numbers of women in Asia engage in paid work, in many cases outside the
home. Some of them simply need to support their families. Others, particularly
educated women, hope to develop rewarding careers. Many of these women also
continue to shoulder the home and family responsibilities that social and cultural norms
define as their primary concern. In an effort to balance the conflicting demands of these
roles, women in various Asian societies are negotiating, contesting and reconfiguring
motherhood." -- Back cover.
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